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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a method and
apparatus for providing data and telephony services. In
particular it relates to a method and apparatus for pro-
viding data and telephony services over an access net-
work, at least the final part of which (i.e. the part closest
to the subscribers’ premises as opposed to the Local
Exchange) is in the form of a copper pair over which a
Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) connection is set up be-
tween a "Remote" DSL modem (referred to in ITU G993.2
VDSL2 standard as a VTU-R for VDSL Transceiver Unit
- Remote) within the customer premises and a "Central
Office" DSL modem (referred to in ITU G993.2 VDSL2
standard as a VTU-O for VDSL Transceiver Unit - Central
Office) located within a Digital Subscriber Line Access
Multiplexor (DSLAM) (or a similar aggregation device
containing network-side DSL modems). VDSL tends to
be used over relatively short distances only and so is
appropriate for use in network architectures in which the
copper connect only extends over the final part of the
access network - e.g. between a "street cabinet" and the
customer’s premises in a Fibre To The Cabinet (FTTC)
arrangement.

Background of the Invention

[0002] In order to increase bandwidth in data connec-
tions provided to subscribers of a telecommunications
network operator, such operators are providing greater
amounts of optical fibre connections in their access net-
works (e.g. as in an FTTC architecture). Generally speak-
ing, the shorter the copper pair connection over which a
signal is to be transmitted the greater the bandwidth that
can be supplied over that connection (because as the
connection reduces in length so the frequency at which
signals can be successfully transmitted over that con-
nection tends to increase). To take advantage of the high-
er frequency signals which can be transmitted over rel-
atively short copper pair connections, higher bandwidth
DSL standards have been developed. An important such
standard is the Very-high-bit Digital Subscriber Line (VD-
SL) standard, the most up-to-date version of which is
currently set out in the ITU standard G993.2 and is com-
monly referred to as VDSL2.
[0003] One feature which it would be desirable to in-
clude in this standard is a set of one or more low power
modes. Such low power modes have already been intro-
duced into the most recent Asynchronous DSL (ADSL)
standard (see ITU G992.5 - the ADSL 2+ standard).
[0004] The aim of a low power mode is to enable a
DSL connection to substantially reduce the amount of
power required by the connection when no or very little
data is being transmitted over the line, whilst enabling
the connection to automatically and relatively quickly re-
turn to its normal high bandwidth mode whenever there

is data for transmission over the connection. An ideal low
power mode draws very little power when it is in the low
power mode but can very quickly re-establish to the nor-
mal high bandwidth mode as soon as there is a demand
for high bandwidth.
[0005] Document US-A-8036293 discloses a multi-
protocol xDSL transceiver enabling multi-protocol usage
depending on the transmit power level and bandwidth
requirements. It is then possible to select a ADSL or VD-
SL communication protocol according to this information.
[0006] Document D2, EP-A-1998524, discloses differ-
ent power saving modes according to the data rate being
transmitted. When the xDSL transceiver works normally,
the system makes statistics on data traffic in real time,
and updates the transmit power of the line and the line
rate dynamically according to the statistical results.

Summary of the invention

[0007] According to a first aspect of the present inven-
tion, there is provided a digital subscriber line modem
comprising a first part operable to operate in accordance
with a high bandwidth Digital Subscriber Line protocol
(such as, for example and most preferably, a VDSL pro-
tocol such as that specified in G993.2) and a second part
operable to operate in accordance with a low bandwidth
Digital Subscriber Line protocol (such as, for example
and most preferably, a Single-pair High-speed Digital
Subscriber Line (SHDSL) protocol such as that specified
in ITU G991.2), wherein the second part is arranged to
operate continuously whilst the first part is arranged to
switch off when the demand for bandwidth over the con-
nection falls below a.predetermined amount.
[0008] Preferably the predetermined amount is an
amount which can be provided by the second part. In this
way the first part only needs to operate when bandwidth
demand over the connection exceeds that which can be
provided by the (advantageously) much lower power re-
quirement of the second part.
[0009] Preferably the second part is operable to pro-
vide at least one voice call connection, preferably as a
64 kbps channel such as, for example, specified in ITU
G.711. In this way a subscriber may be able to make and
receive telephone calls even when the first part is
switched off.
[0010] Preferably, the second part provides a synchro-
nisation signal to the first part when the first part "awakes"
from sleep mode (i.e. when it is turned back on because
of a new demand for bandwidth).
[0011] In an embodiment, the modem includes a mas-
ter clock unit which controls the clock signals provided
to both parts of the modem and which is kept in synchro-
nisation with another modem with which it is communi-
cating at all times via the second parts even when the
first parts are in a low power mode.
[0012] Preferably, the second part is used for carrying
a channel containing signalling information which in-
cludes a "wake-up" indication when the first part is in a
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sleep mode, that the first part of the remote modem
should wake up as the near-side modem has received a
demand for bandwidth which cannot be supported by the
second part alone.
[0013] Preferably, the time taken to "synchronise" the
first parts of the communicating pair of modems is sig-
nificantly reduced compared to the time that it would nor-
mally take to perform such synchronisation in two con-
ventional high-bandwidth DSL modems, by omitting var-
ious parts of the normal synchronisation process. In
some preferred embodiments, the synchronisation proc-
ess can be eliminated altogether and the connection sim-
ply attempts to re-establish itself immediately based on
connection parameters which have preferably been kept
updated and communicated between the modems using
the connection between the second parts of the modems.
It is likely that the connection will behave as though there
had been a sudden glitch on the line (e.g. caused by a
large noise event or a sudden change in the noise envi-
ronment) but modems are designed to be able to cope
with glitches of this kind up to a certain magnitude and
so in many cases the connection will be viable despite
the passing of time between the first parts of the modem
entering and then leaving their sleep mode.
[0014] In one embodiment of the invention, during the
sleep mode of the first parts of a pair of communicating
modems, the channel between the first parts of the mo-
dem is kept open by transmitting predetermined dummy
data which can be generated and sent over the trans-
mission channel between the modem first parts with min-
imal processing required by at least the digital portion of
the transmitting section of each first part of each modem.
When transmitting dummy data in this way, in some em-
bodiments it may be preferable to (at least from time to
time) have the receiving section of each of the first parts
of the modems process the dummy data in the normal
way in order to obtain the usual channel estimation meas-
urements such that the operational parameters of the
connection (between the first parts) can be kept up-to-
date so that when the first parts switch out of their sleep
mode they can resume communications over the channel
with minimal disruption as the operational parameters
are up-to-date.
[0015] In another embodiment, when the first parts en-
ter into a sleep mode, the first parts are mostly switched
off and no data is transmitted over the channel between
the first parts (i.e. no signals (other than noise) are trans-
mitted in the frequency band associated with the first
parts). The clocks of the first parts are however kept (sub-
stantially) in synchronisation with one another based on
the clocks of the second parts (which are kept awake and
in synchronisation with one another). This can be done
either by keeping the clocks going in the first parts or by
re-starting the clocks in the first parts based on the clocks
in the second parts where this is possible. In this embod-
iment, it is likely that some form of synchronisation will
be required to bring the modems back into synchronisa-
tion with one another (although this may not always be

necessary and in some embodiments as a first attempt
an attempt may be made to restart the connection imme-
diately, and then to fall back into a full (or a reduced,
modified) initialisation phase if the connection is not sus-
tainable. If the first parts are utilising a (possibly seam-
less) rate adaptation protocol then a possible strategy
may be to re-initiate the connection at a fairly un-ambi-
tious rate and allow seamless rate adaptation to ramp
the connection rate up over time (as described in, for
example, US patent No. 6,654,410).
[0016] Preferably, the first parts operate in a first fre-
quency band and the second parts operate in a second
frequency band, with very little overlap between the first
and second frequency bands (in terms of power spectral
density) and very little power transmitted outside of their
respective frequency bands. Preferably, the second fre-
quency band is maintained within a portion of an access
network frequency plan allocation allocated to permit leg-
acy telecommunications services such as ISDN (Inte-
grated Services Digital Network) to operate and with a
power spectral density which complies with such require-
ments (so as to avoid destructively interfering with other
users who are using such legacy services on the access
network in question).
[0017] For example, in the UK, the Access Network
Frequency Plan produced by Ofcom specifies a PSD
mask within which ISDN services should operate sub-
stantially as shown in Figure 1. In preferred embodi-
ments, the second part operates within this ISDN re-
served PSD mask. Preferably this is achieved by using
an SHDSL protocol as discussed below.
[0018] Preferably, when used within the UK for exam-
ple, the second part operates in accordance with an SH-
DSL protocol and the first part in accordance with a VDSL
protocol (there is an advantage in using VDSL rather than
say ADSL for the first part since conventional since the
cut-off frequency (above which VDSL signals may have
a power in excess of -100 dBm/Hz and below which SH-
DSL signals may have a power in excess of -100 dBm/Hz
is 138kHz and this would clash with conventional ADSL
upstream (which goes down to 25kHz). Note also that
the SHDSL should preferably keep inside the basic-rate
ISDN mask and this therefore can only work up to ap-
proximately 1Mbps. In preferred embodiments, SHDSL
is only used up to 256kbps so this comfortably fits inside
the basic-rate ISDN mask - although this could be made
variable depending upon conditions e.g. if a user rarely
goes above 1 Mbps then attempt to keep all data on SH-
DSL and the first (VDSL) parts can be switched off for
most of the time. If a user frequently uses above 1Mbps
then give them a 256kbps SHDSL service and have the
VDSL system operational for most of the time - this will
limit the number of re-starts the VDSL system will need
to make and hence may also limit the potential for glitches
in the service.
[0019] Further aspects of the present invention relate
to methods of operation of a modem arid a method of
controlling a modem and the manner in which data is
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provided to the modem for transmission over a copper
pair connection between a pair of corresponding mo-
dems, where the modems are modems according to the
first aspect of the present invention. Yet further aspects
of the present invention relate to computer programs
comprising processor implementable instructions for car-
rying out the methods of the present invention and to
carrier media, most preferably non-transient carrier me-
dia such as magnetic or optical storage media such as
a hard-drive disk, CDs and DVDs, etc. as well as solid-
state carrier media such as Solid State Drives (SSD’s)
USB thumb-drives, etc. when carrying such programs.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0020] In order that the present invention may be better
understood, embodiments thereof will now be described,
by way of example only, with reference to the accompa-
nying drawings in which:

Figure 1 is a schematic Power Spectral Density plot
of a VDSL2 protocol and an SHDSL protocol;

Figure 2 is a schematic block diagram of a system
comprising two modem devices according to the
present invention connected together over a copper
pair link;

Figure 3 is a schematic block diagram showing one
of the modems of Figure 2 in a little more detail;

Figure 4 is a functional block diagram of a conven-
tional VDSL2 modem;

Figure 5 is a functional block diagram similar to that
of Figure 4 but illustrating the functional components
of the high bandwidth (VDSL2) part of the modem
of Figure 3 in accordance with a first embodiment of
the present invention; and

Figure 6 is a functional block diagram similar to that
of Figures 4 and 5 but illustrating the functional com-
ponents of the high bandwidth (VDSL2) part of the
modem of Figure 3 but in accordance with a second
embodiment of the present invention.

Description of the Embodiments

[0021] Figure 1 illustrates the basic rationale behind
embodiments of the present invention. By using two func-
tionally separate modem technologies one operating at
high frequencies and providing a high bandwidth con-
nection and the other operating at lower (largely non-
overlapping) frequencies and providing only a modest
bandwidth connection the strengths of the two different
modem technologies can be combined to provide a mo-
dem which can deliver high bandwidths when needed
but can also drop into a power saving mode which pro-

vides some connection at all times and enables a fast
wake up back to a high bandwidth mode when needed.
Figure 1 illustrates how suitable protocols for such a
scheme are VDSL2 (as the high bandwidth (and corre-
spondingly high power and high complexity) part) and
SHDSL (as the low bandwidth (and correspondingly low
power and low complexity) part). As can be seen in Figure
1, the two PSD’s of these two protocols are practically
non-overlapping in that the mask drops to -100 dBm/Hz
at 138kHz for both protocols with power increasing for
the VDSL2 protocol above this frequency and that for
SHDSL increasing below that frequency.
[0022] Note that Figure 1 illustrates with the blue left
hand side low frequency mask, the PSD mask for SHDSL
operating at approximately 1Mbps. This is almost the
same as the ISDN mask (although ISDN has a small kink
in there as well). The motivation for constraining SHDSL
to this rate is to allow it to be compatible with VDSL. It is
possible to run SHDSL at higher rates (with associated
higher QAM constellations) where the PSD mask ex-
tends considerably more than this.
[0023] Embodiments therefore combine VDSL2 and
SHDSL to form a single DSL system where the SHDSL
provides a constant low-bit-rate service and this is aug-
mented by the high-rate VDSL2 system only when re-
quired. The SHDSL carries a timing reference so that the
remote VDSL2 modem can remain in synchronism whilst
it is ’asleep’ and also carries the VDSL2 SOC (Special
Operation Channel) so that new messages including
’sleep’ and ’awake’ can be transmitted.
[0024] It is anticipated that future embodiments will
provide a VDSL2 modem and SHDSL modem sharing
the same silicon chipset(s). By comparison to VDSL2,
SHDSL is a low complexity/low power technology and it
is this technology which forms an ’always on low capacity
channel’ - say up to 1.2Mbps (but preferably up to 1 Mbps
when attempting to keep the PSD envelope of the SHDSL
signals within the basic-rate ISDN PSD mask) but when
greater capacity is required a VDSL2 channel becomes
operational which carries the excess data. A by-product
of this invention is that this single chipset can be used
as a ubiquitous delivery system where the SHDSL pro-
vides a long-range low capacity link and the VDSL2 pro-
vides higher capacity over shorter range. In some cases
VDSL2 operation will not be possible over long line due
to range issues - however the SHDSL will work and thus
a ubiquitous solution can be provided using a single
chipset/solution. The SHDSL and VDSL2 systems are
frequency domain duplexed i.e. the SHDSL occupies the
lower portion of the spectrum (from dc to 138kHz) and
the VDSL2 operates from 138kHz to 7Mhz or 17MHz (or
even up to 30 MHz according to the latest UK Access
Network Frequency Plan - naturally this could conceiva-
bly also be further extended over time). Note that voice
may be transmitted as one or more G.711 64kbps chan-
nels within the SHDSL stream (like ISDN) as it is not
possible to transmit analogue POTS and G.SHDSL si-
multaneously. Of course, voice could also be transmitted
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as a SIP based service within the general broadband
data payload.
[0025] Figure 2 illustrates in overview a system accord-
ing to embodiments of the present invention comprising
a pair of modems 100, 200 (also according to embodi-
ments of the present invention) connected together via
a copper pair 10 (e.g. a twisted copper pair 10); the cus-
tomer premises or remote side modem 200 is connected
via an Analogue Telephone Adapter (ATA) 20 to a tele-
phone apparatus 30 located at the customer’s premises.
As shown, each modem 100, 200 (often referred to in
DSL terminology as a transceiver unit) comprises a first
part 110, 210 (in this case a VDSL2 part), a second part
120, 220 (in this case an SHDSL part), a service splitter
130, 230 and a router part 140, 240.
[0026] In overview, the system operates as follows.
The router 140, 240 includes intelligence which deter-
mines whether or not the first parts 110, 210 of the mo-
dems 100, 200 are required based on incoming demand
for bandwidth. If the router 140, 240 determines that the
short term demand for bandwidth is insufficient to justify
use of the first parts 110, 210 (e.g. based on the rate of
fill of a buffer (and possibly the current degree of fill of
the buffer) within the router 140, 240 and/or based on
indications received from the communicating modem
200, 100, and possibly also on observed historic trends
or other such intelligence, or simply based on a certain
low demand period having elapsed, etc.) then the router
will route all of data to/from the second part 120, 220 and
the first part 110, 210 will be instructed to enter or remain
in a low power sleep mode (note generally no explicit
instruction is required to maintain the first part in a sleep
mode, rather an explicit instruction is required to transi-
tion it from a sleep mode to an awake mode or vice versa).
If on the other hand, the router 140, 240 determines that
the first part is either immediately required for transmis-
sion or reception purposes, or that it will be shortly, then
it is instructed to wake up (if asleep) or to remain awake
(e.g. by failing to send an explicit instruction to enter a
sleep mode) and then a (non-zero) portion of all data to
be transmitted over the link 10 is sent via the first part
(with either some or zero data being sent via the second
part). Naturally, before sending more data than the first
part can itself buffer before sending, the router may wait
until the first part is in a position to successfully transmit
all of the data which it needs to send over the link 10.
[0027] The service splitter 130, 230 is responsible for
combining data to be transmitted over the connection 10
in a frequency multiplexed manner arriving from the first
110 and second parts into a single signal for transmission
over the connection 10 and for demultiplexing data re-
ceived from the connection 10 and passing the data des-
tined for the first part to the first part and the data destined
for the second part to the second part based on the fre-
quencies of the received signals.
[0028] The Analogue Telephone Adapter (ATA) 20 is
responsible for converting between VOIP signals suita-
ble for transmission/reception by the second part from/in-

to signals suitable for use by a conventional analogue
telephone as is well known in the art of telephony.
[0029] Figure 3 shows the modem 200 in a little more
detail. In particular, it shows that the VDSL2 part 210 is
comprised of a Digital Signal Processor (DSP) sub-part
212, an Analogue Front End (AFE) sub-part 214 and a
line driver 216; similarly it shows how the SHDSL part
220 is formed of an AFE/DSP sub-part 222 and an as-
sociated line driver 226. Figure 3 also illustrates how
clock signals, sync control signals and/or parameters
may be exchanged between the SHDSL AFE/DSP sub-
part 222 and the VDSL AFE sub-part 214 and the VDSL
DSP sub-part 212. The output from the line drivers 216,
226 is passed to the service splitter 230 which combines
the signals together for co-transmission over the twisted
copper pair link 10.
[0030] Note that in the present embodiment the VDSL
and SHDSL parts each have their own line driver 216
and 226 respectively. However, in alternative embodi-
ments, a single wide-band line driver could be used which
is optimised for amplifying signals right across the com-
bined frequency band used by both the SHDSL and- the
VDSL parts. In order to receive incoming signals from
the twisted copper pair channel 10, In the VDSL case the
upstream and downstream are frequency division du-
plexed (FDD) so there is an internal filter prior to the line
driver 216 which by-passes the received signal straight
towards the receiver within the VDSL AFE sub-part 214.
In the case of SHDSL - this uses echo cancellation and
thus the same spectrum is used for both transmit and
receive. Therefore the relationship between transmitter
and receiver within the SHDSL AFE/DSP sub-part is
more complex. The service splitter 230 will nonetheless
filter out all VDSL signals from the copper pair 10 so only
transmitted and received SHDSL signals are input to the
SHDSL AFE/DSP sub-part 222. Because SHDSL does
not use FDD as between upstream and downstream sig-
nals there may be some minor complications in using a
single line driver for all transmissions but it is certainly
feasible.
[0031] Figure 3 additionally illustrates how the VDSL
DSP sub-part 212 includes a buffer, the state of which
(i.e. an indication of how full the buffer is) is provided to
the router 240 to be used by the router in determining
how to route incoming data (i.e. data received from the
CPE side to be transmitted to the CO modem 100 over
the copper pair 10). Different strategies which may be
employed by the router in different embodiments in order
to route data between the VDSL and SHDSL parts
210,220 are discussed below.
[0032] Figure 4 illustrates the conventional functions
performed by a conventional prior art VDSL2 (or VDSL1)
modem. As shown, the diagram only considers elements
between and including the addition of Reed-Solomon
protection to bits to be transmitted over the channel 10.
The various functions are set out and briefly discussed
below:
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Fast & Slow bits & interleaving: the VDSL modem
permits a so called FAST and SLOW channel
through two parallel framers, each implementing
Forward Error Correction (FEC). Because of its la-
tency, the interleaved framer is referred to as the
"slow" buffer, & the non-interleaved framer is called
the "fast" buffer. The incoming bits to fast and slow
buffers are then Reed Solomon (RS) encoded by
functions 405 and 406 respectively to generate RS
encoded bits. The RS encoded slow bits are then
interleaved by an interleaver function 410 to intro-
duce robustness to bursty noise.
Bit to Symbol Encode function 415: RS encoded
bits (and interleaved for slow bits) are divided up
among frequency bins by capacity & mapped to ap-
propriate Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM)
constellations. The bit capacity & QAM size of each
frequency bin is based upon channel Signal to Noise
Ratio (SNR) determinations madebased on quiet
line measurements made during modem training.
IFFT function 420 and Re{} function 425: The
complex N-Length frequency vector (made up of N
QAM constellations) is Inverse Fast Fourier Trans-
formed (IFFT’d) to produce a 2N-length time domain
signal. The real part of the output of the IFFT function
420 is obtained by function 425 and passed on to
the next function.
Add Cyclic Prefix(CP) function 430: a cyclic prefix
is added to the transmit vector such that when the
vector is convolved with the channel, the convolution
is cyclic. This is helpful for frequency equalization in
the receiver.
Digital to Analogue Conversion (DAC) function
435: the digital transmit vector is then converted into
an analogue signal for further processing in the an-
alogue domain.
Transmit Filter Function 440: This filters the ana-
logue signal output by the DAC to remove noise and
to keep the analogue signal within the PSD mask
required for the transmission.
Line Driver function 445: This function simply am-
plifies the signal to be transmitted for transmission
over the channel. An important point to note for pur-
poses of the present invention is that in a VDSL mo-
dem the power consumed by the line driver function
is much less than the power consumed by the DSP
part in performing the various digital domain func-
tions 405 to 430, in particular the IFFT function 420.
Channel 10: This marks the boundary between
transmit functions and receive functions - note that
each modem includes a corresponding transmit sec-
tion and a receive section.
RX Buffer and Filter 455: Signals received from the
channel 10 are firstly buffered and then filtered to
remove as much unwanted signal as possible. In a
conventional VDSL modem the upstream and down-
stream transmissions are FDD’ed and so transmis-
sions coming from the transmission part of a modem

can be largely filtered out of the received signals
coming from the other modem.
analogue to Digital Conversion (ADC) function
460: this function converts the received and filtered
signal back into the digital domain for further
processing as a digital signal.
Time domain EQualization (TEQ) function 465:
there are two forms of equalisation that occur in a
VDSL modem transceiver. After the received ana-
logue signal has been digitized, it is first, modified
by a TEQ function 465 followed by Frequency do-
main EQualisation (FEQ) function 480, which is ap-
plied after a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) function
475. The purpose of TEQ 465 is to "shorten" the
effective channel
length such that it falls within the cyclic prefix length.
It also prevents inter-symbol interference.
Remove Cyclic Prefix function 470: The CP is
no_longer necessary prior to the FFT function 475.
FFT 475: this function transforms the time domain
data vector into a vector of QAM symbols.
Frequency Equalization (FEQ) function 480: this
function applies an inverted frequency-domain ap-
proximation of the channel response to the received
data vector. The CP & TEQ validate the assumption
of cyclic convolution with the channel.
Symbol to Bits decode function 485: this function
maps QAM symbols back to bits. Deinterleaver
function 490: this function performs de-interleaving
of the interleaved transmitted bits form the slow
channel.
RS decode functions 495, 496: these functions de-
code the RS encoded fast and slow bits respectively
to (hopefully!) recover the bits originally transmitted
by the transmit section of the other modem.

[0033] Figure 5 is similar to Figure 4 in that it illustrates
the functions performed by a modem, but this time it il-
lustrates the functions performed by the modems 100,
200 according to a first embodiment of the present in-
vention. Functions which are conventional and have al-
ready been described above with reference to Figure 4
have been designated with the same reference numeral
as in Figure 4 and will only be commented on again if
there is some significance for the present invention.
[0034] In overview, Figure 5 shows (for data being
transmitted from the CPE modem 200 to the CO modem
100) that the incoming bitstream goes into a routing part
241 of the router 240 which divides this into two basic
streams - the ’high priority’ stream and the ’overflow’
stream. The high priority traffic goes via the SHDSL part
220 whilst the overflow stream goes via the VDSL part
110 (which in this embodiment is reduced to a single
latency system for simplicity as there is less need for a
FAST low latency channel via the VDSL route since the
SHDSL link can provide a low latency link). The routing
part is controlled by a transmit control module 242 (form-
ing the rest of the router 240 in the present embodiment)
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which receives an indication of the transmit buffer level
from the bits to symbol encoding function 415 of the VDSL
part. For example, the transmit control module may con-
trol the routing part to route all incoming data via the
SHDSL modem 220 whilst the rate of receipt of incoming
data is below a certain threshold. When the incoming bits
are below the predetermined threshold referred to above
such that no incoming bits are being passed to the VDSL
part, the transmit control module 242 controls the IFFT,
Re{} and Add CP functions 420, 425 and 430 to be
switched off and it controls a dummy generator module
432 to generate dummy data which is passed straight to
the AFE 214 of the VDSL part 210 (specifically to the
DAC function 435 thereof). When the transmit buffer is
above a certain threshold then the data travels via both
paths (and the dummy data is not inserted). By switching
off the IFFT Re{} and Add CP functions 420, 425 and 430
in the VDSL transmit path considerable power can be
saved and hence this can be considered as a low power
mode.
[0035] On the receive side of things the SHDSL stream
carries the control information for the Output Router 140.
This router 140 combines the two streams - but recog-
nises the dummy data (in some embodiments this could
be coordinated so the dummy data is recognised via a
particular header that is inserted on the transmit side).
Also on the receive side there is of course no need to
perform the FFT on the dummy data - but for reasons of
performance, in the present embodiment the receiver
continues processing this data in the normal manner so
that the channel characteristics are still analysed as nor-
mal i.e. the channel information can still be accurately
fed back to the transmitter so that the channel information
(and corresponding operational parameters such as bit
loading parameters etc.) are kept up to date as the chan-
nel changes over time. Alternative embodiments could
however perform much reduced processing on the re-
ceive’ side as well whilst still keeping the channel info
reasonably up to date, etc.
[0036] It should be noted that although we have only
illustrated transmission of data in one direction in these
figures that of course each modem has a transmit and a
receive part with functions as illustrated for the other mo-
dem.
[0037] It should also be noted that in the present em-
bodiment we have considered the transmit control mod-
ule as forming part of the router 240. Of course this func-
tion could be performed elsewhere in alternative embod-
iments. For example it could be more closely integrated
into the DSP part of the VDSL modem together with the
dummy data generation. The main benefit of using dum-
my data is that we can avoid performing the power costly
IFFT. function 420 and we can instead simply use pre-
determined dummy data obtained from a look up table
for example. In keeping with this idea, different kinds of
dummy data could be used to form a crude signalling
channel to the other (receiving) modem. For example,
the need for the remote modem to "wake up" and start

processing the data and sending it to the output router
140 could be indicated by a change in the dummy data
being sent, etc.
[0038] Note that in the embodiment illustrated in Figure
5 and as described above, when only the IFFT Re{} and
Add CP functions are being turned off in the transmit side
of the VDSL modem parts, the modem achieves on a
relatively modest power saving but can almost instanta-
neously revert to high bandwidth data transmission when
needed and can also equally quickly fall into this lower
power mode when the extra bandwidth over and above
that which can be supplied by the SHDSL part is not
needed. This therefore represents a very "light sleep"
mode. In general, by switching off more portions of the
VDSL modem parts it will be possible using the general
architecture of Figure 5 to achieve deeper sleeps which
require more time to ramp up and down from and to but
which achieve greater power savings when in the deeper
sleep modes. For example, by only intermittently
processing received dummy data channel estimations
can be made which are less than perfect and have more
latency associated with them but extra power can be
saved, etc.
[0039] Figure 6 illustrates a second embodiment which
sets out a slightly different approach in which greater
power savings can be achieved but at the cost of it taking
longer to ramp. the VDSL part back to full high bandwidth
operation. In other words it provides a deeper sleep mode
compared to the embodiment of Figure 5.
[0040] Note that in this embodiment, the transmit con-
trol module 250 is illustrated as being separated from the
router 240. As discussed above, the location of the trans-
mit control functionality is not key to the working of the
present invention.
[0041] Figure 6 shows that there is a Master Clock 260
on the transmit side which delivers the correct clock fre-
quencies to all of the transmit silicon devices (both SH-
DSL and VDSL) - these are all derived from the single
Master Clock 260. When it is detected that the required
data rate is low i.e. the input transmit buffer is low (as
reported, in the present embodiment, by the bit to symbol
encode function 415), then the clock to the orange colour
sections of the digital part of the VDSL (the IFFT function
420, the Re{} function 425, the Add CP function 430) and
the clock (and in some embodiments for the following
analogue functions also the power to these functions
which is particularly significant for analogue functions),
to the analogue DAC function 435, the Tx Filter function
440 and the line driver 445 can be switched off (this is
all controlled by the clock distribution circuit). Simultane-
ously the receive side circuitry can also have its clock
(and for analogue functions the power as well in some
embodiments) removed (the boxes coloured red namely
the Rx buffer & Filter function 455, the ADC function 460,
the TEQ function 465, the Remove CP function 470, the
FFT function 475, the FEQ function 480, the Symbol to
bits decode function 485, the Deinterleaver 490 and the
RS decode function 496 - in other words pretty much the
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entirety of the VDSL part on both the receive and the
transmit side). When these functions are switched off or
deprived of a clock signal, the Master clocks on both the
transmit and receive sides are kept in close synchroni-
sation with one another via the SHDSL channel. In the
present embodiment, this is performed by transmitting a
control signal via the SHDSL route (the Rx Control signal
which is shown as controlling the receive side Master
Clock and clock distribution and PLL unit 160).
[0042] What is left operating when in this deep sleep
mode is the SHDSL system working normally and most
of the VDSL clocks turned off (and hence they are burning
much less power).
[0043] Then when the Tx input buffer shows that more
capacity is required the VDSL clocks are turned back on
(on both the Tx and Rx sides) and hopefully (without too
much of a disturbance) data begins to flow over the VDSL
part of the system in parallel with the SHDSL. If the chan-
nel information has become too out of date during the
deep sleep, then it may not be possible to instantly re-
establish a connection over the VDSL channel, but in this
case the modems can use conventional techniques for
re-establishing the connection. In the present embodi-
ment, when the connection fails to re-establish based on
the operational parameters as in use when the modems
went into their deep sleep mode, a fast resynch is per-
formed in which a very low rate connection is established
using only a small selection of low frequency tones (or
bins) with low bit loading per bin and then a conventional
dynamic rate adaptation process is used to ramp the rate
up to a more normal high bandwidth rate over a period
of a few super frames. Alternatively, (or if all else fails)
the VDSL parts can resort to a conventional complete
resynchronisation process. There is no need to have any
control on the Output Router this time since this does not
have to discard the Dummy Data that we transmitted us-
ing the previous method.
[0044] Of course all both ends of the channel would
have a Tx and Rx part - what has been shown in this
diagram (and the previous one) is just the downstream
data path. There is of course and upstream data path -
but this is identical (but reversed) to the downstream path
shown.
[0045] By attempting to re-establish the connection us-
ing the operational parameters in use at the time the mo-
dems went to sleep, the likely result is that if the modems
have been in a sleep mode for only a relatively short
period of time they will resynchronise at a high rate rel-
atively quickly whereas if they have been in a sleep mode
for a long time they will take longer to ramp back up to
full high bandwidth mode. This behaviour however is like-
ly to be acceptable to end users who are probably more
inclined to suffer a delay in their system ramping up to
full bandwidth if their connection has been idle for a long
time, whereas if the line has only been idle for a short
period of time they would begrudge any delays much
more. The present embodiment achieves this naturally
acceptable behaviour whilst still achieving very good

power savings when in sleep mode.
[0046] Naturally a third embodiment could be formed
which comprises a combination of the embodiments of
Figures 5 and 6. In such a case, the router (or some other
control module such as the transmit control module 250)
could implement a strategy in which the modem is in-
stantly put into a light sleep whenever the data rate falls
below the predetermined threshold of data supportable
by the SHDSL link, but the modems are only placed into
a deeper sleep in which most of the VDSL parts are es-
sentially turned off or unclocked only when the connec-
tion has been idle or at least below the threshold for more
than a predetermined amount of time.

Claims

1. A digital subscriber line modem comprising a first
part (110, 210) operable to operate in accordance
with a high bandwidth Digital Subscriber Line proto-
col and a second part (120, 220) operable to operate
in accordance with a low bandwidth Digital Subscrib-
er Line protocol, wherein the second part is arranged
to operate continuously whilst the first part is ar-
ranged to transition into a low power mode, in which
less or no data is transmitted or received by the first
part, when the demand for bandwidth over the con-
nection falls below a predetermined amount.

2. A digital subscriber line modem according to claim
1 wherein the predetermined amount of demand for
bandwidth is an amount which can be provided by
the second part.

3. A digital subscriber line modem according to either
of the preceding claims wherein the second part is
operable to provide at least one voice call connec-
tion.

4. A digital subscriber line modem according to any pre-
ceding claim including a master clock unit which con-
trols the clock signals provided to both parts of the
modem and which is kept in synchronisation with
another modem with which it is communicating at all
times via the second parts even when the first parts
are in a low power mode.

5. A digital subscriber line modem according to any pre-
ceding claim wherein the second part is used for car-
rying a channel containing signalling information
which includes a "wake-up" indication when the first
part is in a sleep mode, that the first part of the remote
modem should wake up as the near-side modem
has received a demand for bandwidth which cannot
be supported by the second part alone.

6. A method of controlling a modem having a first part
(110, 210) and a second part (120, 220) the modem
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being in communication with another modem via a
copper pair connection, the method comprising op-
erating the second part continuously at a low band-
width rate and transitioning the first part between a
high power mode in which it can provide a high band-
width connection to the other modem with which it
is in communication and a low power mode, in which
less or no data is transmitted or received by the first
part, in dependence upon the demand for bandwidth
over the connection.

7. A method according to claim 6 wherein a voice con-
nection is provided between the modems via the sec-
ond part.

8. A method according to either claim 6 or claim 7
wherein high priority data is transmitted via the sec-
ond part and the first part transmits and receives
data with a higher latency than via the second part.

9. Carrier means, preferably non-transient carrier
means, carrying processor implementable instruc-
tions for causing a modem to operate in accordance
with any one of claims 6, 7 or 8.

Patentansprüche

1. Modem für einen Digitalen Teilnehmeranschluss,
das einen ersten Teil (110, 210), der so betreibbar
ist, dass er gemäß einem Protokoll eines Digitalen
Teünehmeranschlusses mit hoher Bandbreite arbei-
tet, und einen zweiten Teil (120, 220) aufweist, der
so betreibbar ist, dass er gemäß einem Protokoll ei-
nes Digitalen Teilnehmeranschlusses mit niedriger
Bandbreite arbeitet, wobei der zweite Teil so ausge-
bildet ist, dass er kontinuierlich arbeitet, während der
erste Teil so ausgebildet ist, dass er in einen Modus
mit geringer Leistung übergeht, in dem weniger Da-
ten oder keine Daten durch den ersten Teil übermit-
telt oder empfangen werden, wenn die Anforderung
von Bandbreite über die Verbindung unter einen vor-
gegebenen Wert fällt.

2. Modem für einen Digitalen Teilnehmeranschluss
nach Anspruch 1, bei dem der vorgegebene Wert
der Anforderung von Bandbreite ein Wert ist, der
durch den zweiten Teil bereitgestellt werden kann.

3. Modem für einen Digitalen Teilnehmeranschluss
nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, bei
dem der zweite Teil so betreibbar ist, dass er min-
destens eine Sprachanrufs-Verbindung bereitstellt.

4. Modem für einen Digitalen Teilnehmeranschluss
nach einem vorhergehenden Anspruch, das eine
Haupttakteinheit enthält, welche die an die beiden
Teile des Modems gelieferten Taktsignale steuert

und die mit einem anderen Modem, mit dem es in
Kommunikation steht, zu jeder Zeit über die zweiten
Teile auch dann in Synchronisation gehalten wird,
wenn sich die ersten Teile in einem Modus mit ge-
ringer Leistung befinden.

5. Modem für einen Digitalen Teilrlehmeranschluss
nach einem vorhergehenden Anspruch, bei dem der
zweite Teil zum Transportieren eines Kanals ver-
wendet wird, der Signalisierungs-Informationen ent-
hält, die eine "Weck"-Anzeige enthalten, wenn sich
der erste Teil in einem Schlaf-Modus befindet, dass
der erste Teil des entfernt liegenden Modems auf-
wachen sollte, da das diesseitige Modem eine An-
forderung von Bandbreite empfangen hat, die durch
den zweiten Teil allein nicht aufrechterhalten werden
kann.

6. Verfahren zur Steuerung eines Modems, das einen
ersten Teil (110, 210) und einen zweiten Teil (120,
220) aufweist, wobei das Modem über eine Kupfer-
Doppeladerverbindung mit einem anderen Modem
in Kommunikation steht, wobei das Verfahren um-
fasst, dass der zweite Teil kontinuierlich mit einer
niedrigen Bandbreite betrieben wird und der erste
Teil zwischen einem Modus mit hoher Leistung, in
dem er eine Verbindung mit hoher Bandbreite mit
dem anderen Modem bereitstellen kann, mit dem er
in Kommunikation steht, und einem Modus mit ge-
ringer Leistung, in dem weniger Daten oder keine
Daten durch den ersten Teil übermittelt oder emp-
fangen werden, in Abhängigkeit von der Anforde-
rung von Bandbreite über die Verbindung umge-
schaltet wird.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, bei dem zwischen den
Modems über den zweiten Teil eine Sprachverbin-
dung bereitgestellt wird.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6 oder Anspruch 7, bei
dem Daten mit hoher Priorität über den zweiten Teil
übermittelt werden und der erste Teil Daten mit einer
höheren Latenz als über den zweiten Teil übermittelt
und empfängt.

9. Trägereinrichtung, vorzugsweise eine dauerhafte
Trägereinrichtung, die Prozessor-implementierbare
Anweisungen trägt, um zu bewirken, dass ein Mo-
dem gemäß einem der Ansprüche 6, 7 oder 8 arbei-
tet.

Revendications

1. Modem de ligne d’abonné numérique comprenant
une première partie (110, 210) exploitable de ma-
nière à fonctionner selon un protocole de ligne
d’abonné numérique à bande passante élevée, et
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une seconde partie (120, 220) exploitable de maniè-
re à fonctionner selon un protocole de ligne d’abonné
numérique à bande passante faible, dans lequel la
seconde partie est agencée de manière à fonction-
ner en continu, tandis que la première partie est
agencée de manière à effectuer une transition vers
un mode de faible puissance, dans lequel moins de
données ou aucune donnée ne sont transmises ou
reçues par la première partie, lorsque la demande
de bande passante sur la connexion passe sous une
quantité prédéterminée.

2. Modem de ligne d’abonné numérique selon la reven-
dication 1, dans lequel la quantité prédéterminée de
demande de bande passante est une quantité qui
peut être fournie par la seconde partie.

3. Modem de ligne d’abonné numérique selon l’une
quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans
lequel la seconde partie est exploitable de manière
à fournir au moins une connexion d’appel vocal.

4. Modem de ligne d’abonné numérique selon l’une
quelconque des revendications précédentes, in-
cluant une unité d’horloge maîtresse qui commande
les signaux d’horloge fournis aux deux parties du
modem, et qui est maintenue en synchronisation
avec un autre modem avec lequel elle communique
à tout moment par l’intermédiaire des secondes par-
ties, y compris lorsque les premières parties sont
dans un mode de faible puissance.

5. Modem de ligne d’abonné numérique selon l’une
quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans
lequel la seconde partie est utilisée pour transporter
un canal contenant des informations de signalisation
qui incluent une indication de « réveil » lorsque la
première partie est dans un mode veille, selon la-
quelle la première partie du modem distant doit se
réveiller étant donné que le modem à proximité a
reçu une demande de bande passante qui ne peut
pas être prise en charge par la seconde partie seule.

6. Procédé de commande d’un modem présentant une
première partie (110, 210) et une seconde partie
(120, 220), le modem étant en communication avec
un autre modem par l’intermédiaire d’une connexion
de paire de cuivre, le procédé comprenant l’étape
consistant à exploiter la seconde partie en continu
à un débit de bande passante faible et à effectuer
une transition de la première partie entre un mode
de puissance élevée, dans lequel elle peut fournir
une connexion de bande passante élevée à l’autre
modem avec lequel elle est en communication, et
un mode de faible puissance, dans lequel moins de
données ou aucune donnée ne sont transmises ou
reçues par la première partie, en fonction de la de-
mande de bande passante sur la connexion.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 6, dans lequel une
connexion vocale est fournie entre les modems par
l’intermédiaire de la seconde partie.

8. Procédé selon la revendication 6 ou 7, dans lequel
des données de haute priorité sont transmises par
l’intermédiaire de la seconde partie, et dans lequel
la première partie transmet et reçoit des données
avec une latence plus élevée que celle par l’inter-
médiaire de la seconde partie.

9. Moyen formant support de données, de préférence
un moyen formant support de données non transi-
toire, portant des instructions pouvant être mises en
oeuvre par un processeur, pour amener un modem
à fonctionner selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations 6, 7 ou 8.
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